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II. 
Cookeõs second reference to a New College book is less exciting and even more of a 
bibliographical headacheñbut one that will be resolved by the introduction of some very 
beautiful books. Here is the relevant exchange: 
 

PAP: . . . For whereas you say Onuphrius was the first who by reason sought to 
discredit the report of it [i.e. Pope Joan]: that is not so. Iohannes de Columna a 
good writer of Chronicles, long before Onuphrius, hath likewise vtterly reiected 
the vanitie of this fable as D. Harding noteth. 
PRO: Iohannes de Columna his historie is extant in Lattine in the Vniuersitie 
library at Oxford: and in French, in New Colledge library. But there is not one 
word, good, or bad, for, or against Pope Ioane in it. If he reiected it, he reiected 
it by silence. (pp. 4-5) 

 
The ôPapistõ is referring, first, to the Roman Catholic scholar and Augustinian          
monk Onuphrius Panvinius, whose commentary on the fifteenth-century scholar 
Bartolomeo Platinaõs Lives of the Popes contained a well-referenced debunking of the myth 
of Pope Joan.5 The ôProtestantõñCookeõs position, of courseñhad claimed that it was 
only from the time of Panvinius that Roman Catholics felt the need to deny the  
existence of Pope Joan, the implication being that it was only the Protestant Reformation 
that had forced them, falsely, to do so. The ôPapistõ, in response, counters that one 
ôJohannes de Columnaõ had denied Pope Joan long before, andñas long as this Columna 
is a pre-Reformation writerñthen the case that the Roman Catholic Church only denied 
Pope Joan after the Reformation collapses.  
 So who is Johannes de Columna? He was a real writer, a thirteenth-century 
Dominican responsible for a world chronicle called the Mare historiarum or ôSea of 
Historiesõ. Cooke had, as he states through his ôPapistõ, read about this text in a work by 
the recusant Thomas Harding, his Confutation of . . . An Apologie of the Church of England, 
published in Antwerp in 1565. Now Thomas Harding (1516-72), it so happens, had been 
a fellow of New College too, and one of the more prominent scholars of his time. In 
1542 he had been appointed Regius Professor of Hebrew, but after some flirtation with 
Protestant views, he reaffirmed his orthodoxy under the reign of Mary, and then fled 
abroad upon the accession of Elizabeth. He was one of the predominantly Wykehamist 
set of ôAnglico-Lovaniensesõ, a band of scholars concentrated in Louvain who fought the 
new religion from abroad. Harding was both celebrated and notorious for his attack on 
John Jewelõs official Apologia Ecclesiae Anglicanae of 1562ñJewelõs is the work against 
which Hardingõs Confutation was directed. 
 Now Harding indeed makes the claim that Cooke repeated, but his original 
statement is given without any further reference. Cookeõs comment on the libraries 
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